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This section Is devoted mainly to personal viewpoints

on anosognosia, confabulation1 memory and amnesia,
perseveration and agitation, but in addition includes a
description of interesting cases that bear on important

aspects of cerebral function. Finally, there Is a brief
section in which the practice of self-obssrv4ion Is rn
ominended. **

*

1. Ano.ognoüa Babinaki' In his original paper used

the term "snosognosia" for the patient's unawareness

of her hemiplegis It was not long before patient un
awareness of blindness, right herniplegia, paraplegia,
hemiballismus, alexia, auditory agnosia, and deafness
was described. Geatnisnn2 end Weinstein and Kahn'
extended the term "anosognosia" to denote denial of

any defect or illness, and the latter authors described

denial of toss of memory, incontinence, sexual Impo
tence, recent surgical operation, and vomiting in 22

` casesofbraintumor.Alznostalltheirpatientswere
severely deteriorated mentally. They interpreted the

,: phenomenon as a manifestationofthe patient'sdrive to
* be well, while jg44stiin'- of "th. drive to self

`1 actualization."
* * f'" Unawareness accompanies so many neurologic de

fects that one might invoke anosognosia as a broad
principle of cerebral dysfunction in humans. Anosog

*
nosia for global impairmentofmemory, even of moder

f ateseverity,iasocommonutobetheruie,parttcularly
`*

in Alzheimer's disease. If insight is present, It is only
I partial, and the deficit is greatly minimizpd4 The denial

ofbUn as lp4atoflsyndrownieedsnocomnw4.Is

occipital lobe blindness, a unilateral quadrantanopia is
appreciated, but when both superior quadrants or both

* inferior quadrants are affected, the patient is unaware

t. of blindness in the respective half-fields. The preserva
tion of seeing in the visual field on one side in some way

i permits an awareness ofseeing only one-half, an aware
ness that is lost bilaterally when vision In the second
field fails. The fluent jargon aphasiac cannot compre
hendwhy he is not understood. One aphasiac felt he was
ready to return to his professional duties at a time when
he referred to his glasses as his pajamas. Perseveration
may not be appreciated by the patient. A brilliant
scholar afflicted with aphasia from which he recovered
said that "relief from thereplitt.of the situation W88

built in." lSiiiractics, both ldeataontand 1deomotot
1renotiijnizant of their errors. The patient with au

ditory verbal deafness keep. on talking while the exam

iner is speaking and insists he can hear if the examiner

speaks loudly enough. Ms lies Lost t pprecistion of

verbal sounds.
Along with unawareness of his henjiplegia, the pa

tient with a nondominant paralysis js unaware of his

left visual field defect. Retails to dress the leftsideofhis

body, fits his dentures only into the right side of the

* mouth, and puts the right earpiece of his glasses in
placebutnottheleftHemayreadonlytherightofa

line ofprint, making no sense at all, without remarking

on the incongruity. His drawings and constructions

show gross abnormalities without an appropriate a

presslos of concern. Tlsapetlent wI*4left bualpiegia

I
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nay lie with his eyes closed, and when asked to open

them insist that they are alreadyopen. infarction in the
nght anterior cerebral artery territory may be associ
ated with a lower limb monoplegia, ofwhich the patient
is unaware. The patient with disorientation for place
may claim he is in Paris, London, Timbuktu, China, or
Japan on successive days, and becomes testywhen cbs!.
lnged even slightly about such preposterous claims..

Abulia develops unbeknownst to the victim. The
accompanyingurinary incontinencemay be in evidence
in the presence ofthe examinerwhile the patient smiles.
The early dement Is unaware of his poor judgment,
impaired concentration, impoverishment of concern,
faulty dress, rudeness, and witzelaucht. It is claimed
that inpeinasymboly,the patient loses his appreciation
of paw, although sensitive on ordinary pain testing.

There are many other examples of unawareness in
which the cerebral hemispheres themselves are Less
clearly involved. Insight in schizophrenia is the ezeep.
tion. The manic depressive in the stimulatedphasemay
buy $100 worth of penny candy or purchase three new
Cadillacs in 1 week without being aware of his state.
Paranoid delusions lead to the moat fantastic inter
pretations without Insight. Grandiose delusions leave
the cleverest victim bereft of insight. Some depressed
patients, particularly youngsters, disclaim depression
sometimes until it is very late, but this may be more a
matter of terminology than of feeling. The hysteric
seems to be unawareofthe battle ofwitsgoingonduring
neurologic examination. Persona under the influence of
alcohol ordrugs commonlyare unaware of their impair
ment. Drsazningproceedswithout insight, andthe same
is often true of states of confusion. Lou of con
sciousness or interruption of the stróam of con
ciouaneas may occur without awareness.

fl The Huntington's choreic may be unaware of his
gyrations even though they are gross. In parkinsonisin,
the atliatotic movements precipitated by excessive
i.-dopa go unnoticed by the patient. A parkiasonian
tremormay be more apparent to an observer than to the
patient. Likewise, the parkinsonian gait often attracts
the attention of the spouse rather than the patient.
Some disturbances of gait hay, to be brought%o the
attention of the victim. It may even be claimed that

, everyone may have a blind spot for his personal foibles.
To be sure, anosognosia is broadly represented. indeed,

i/li! it may quality ii ne of th. general rules of cerebral

fl dysfunction.
One might ask which abnormalities arising in the

cerebral hemispheres the patient is likely to be aware of.
Stated simply, they seem to be motor, sensory, or emo
tional, and of an elementary typo: dysarthria, stutter
ing, pure motor hemiplegia, motor aphasia, bemi
anopia, dysesthesias, simple hallucinations, imbalance,
anxiety, fear. It is of interest that a patient with tran
sient global amnesia senses that something is wrong,
while thpati,nt ij a tLwporal lobe seizure usually does
not.
How does anosognosia come to exist? Using the

minor hemisphere as th. model, it may be postulated
that functions residing in the right nondominant hemi
spheric usocistin areas have $ neural basis and are

11$ NUMOWOYU `Sftar7 1$N

known to the rest of the nervous system via those con
nections operating over a lif.time, and not by visual or
auditory input. The primacy of .omesthstlc memories
may be inferred from the phenomenon of phantom
limb, breast1 penis, etc. When the apparatus subserving

.; these functions is out ofaction, there is noway in which
the rest of the nervous system can know about it. AU
seems to be well with the Left limbs, In Wernicks's
aphasia, the apparatus .ubserving comprehension is
impaired. There ii no way to analyze incoming stimuli
or monitor output. In blindness, there may be no neural
substrate to sense that visual stimuli sri no longer being
received, and in addition hippocamnpal memory may be
severely impaired. How does one know that memory is
impaired? By remembering that one has forgotten-
and ins memory disorder this is no longer possible. In
each case, the remainder of the nervous system, the

* knowing part, the "I" or "me" part, the sentient part
has no way of detecting and recognizing the various
deficits. According to this hypothesis, anosognosia has
a neural basis, and psychological factors are not oper
ative. Awareness is primarily ofelementary, motor, and
sensory abnormalities, ami o$ of more qaborate cere
bra! dysfunction.

2. Confabulation. The discussion of confabulation has
been placed immediately after anosoguosia because the

1yiew to be presented here is that unawareness of the

f neurologic deficit, is, anosognosia, is the circumstance
under which confabulation occurs. Confabulation is lL
known and most developed in amnesic states where it

* relates to routine matters-recent activitiee occupation1
visitors, meals, whereabouts, and so on. Confabulation in
other conditions, such as Anton's syndrome, pure verbal
deafness, and nondominknt parietal deficits is paid lees
attention.Confabulation in thesestates is suniIr in many
respects, but the literature rarely provides good examples
thatpermitcomparisonofthe various types. Indeed, what
is and what is not included under the term "con*
fahulation" is rarelydeflnedpreciaely.Thecortically blind
person who believes he can see, or the cortically deaf
person who thinks he hears, or the patient with the left
hemiplegia who thinks be moves his limbs or claims beis

* inaforeIand,ortheaphaaiacwhohthatacorab*

* thothbtth is *kiii tO U amnes,$ dns b
memory Is intact.

* Whereas confabulation in amnesic states was for
merly attributed to suggestibility, filling in, covering up,
defense against the catastrophic reaction,' it is now
recognized as the inadvertent displacement to the pres
ent of old memories from the patient's past.' In addi
tion, obvious or inobvious perseveration and Insertions
and echolalia may be factors is described in item 6 in
part I of this article. It is my experience that patients
who are aware of their memory loss-for ewnple in
transient global amnesia, some cases ofliinbic encepha
litia-do not confabulate, but rather that unawareness
is a necessary precondition for confabulation. Simi
larly, In the other states mentioned above, anosognosia
Is the antecedent to confabulation. The subject cannot
say I don't know" if he Is unaware of his deficit. His
answer Is whatever comes to his mind. "I doa' know"
represent. a relatively preserved snt.Uç1.
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It may be postulated therefore that confabulation .:
ji the obligatory response of the remaining functioning

`.f brain-ie, the neural patterns, the memory still exists
lug-without recourse to psychological or voluntary

i factors. Innate personality traits no doubt influence the
: readiness ofresponse. The term "confabulation," ineo

far is it connotes fabrication of ready answers and
experiences without regard to truth, i misleading. A

3: more neurologicaljy orienteddesignation is in order, for
sxaznple, "false recollections and delusions with.
snosognoeia various types." In any case, the common
connotation of confabulation ihould be discounted.

3. Concerning memory and amnesia Concepts con-.

j cerning memory are commonly derived from studies of
chronic stable models of amnesia, such as Korsakoffs
syndrome and viral encephalitiaY The contribution
that acute processes might make are little considered.
In an episode of transient global amnesia, there com

! monly is a transient inability to remember current
p items for more then 30 seconds and a transient inability
: remember events of the previous 8 to 12 years, with
k' preservation of intellectual function." The episode

may last 5 to I hours, during which period the patient
repeats a series of Live to ten questions and/or com.

; mentsoverand over, usually in thesame order, although
each was answered, ip turn, repeatedly. As the ability to
remember immadiate items returns, the ability to re

member past events also returns- passu. Episodes

like this in which the memory process suddenly fails
provide important duet to the normal ow!ion of

1 the memory process.
: With transient global amnesia as the model, two

inferencesmaybe drawn: 1 When the memoryappara
tus or process Is in abeyance, behavior becomes limited

`, to perseverative questions and comments. During an
episode, the onward flow ofideation is arrested, and the

I memory process is revealed as a central determinant of
the ongoing ideational process. It does not determine

* r1 the quality and quantity of the content of ideation, but
i it determines its existence and its continuity. Appar

ently, the memory process is subject to gradations of
* ?,: efficiency, failure to remember affecting all eras of past
1 experience, the oldest being relatively spared. 2 When

the memory process fails, remembering the present as
well ass variable degree of the past becomes impoasible

or impaired and, ofgreater significance, cortical func
tion remains relatively intact when tested by stimuli

li coming from the outside, is, from the examiner. When

the memory process is restored, the deficits are re

4 versed. It may be postulated that memory is an extra

cortical process subject to being shut off in a uniform

! predictable way-a unitary nonspecific process whose

normal function is to facilitate the essence of reniem
H bering-namely, the spontaneous intereasociation, the
`1 interlinking of the cortical patterns or traces cone-

4 sponding to life's experiences. Presumably, it is the
hippocampal system that serves this function by par

ticipating nonspecifically in cortical transactions. IC

`1 the operationofsuchauniformsystem, special faculties

for registratioq,stamp
con4jdj$ion,and recalldqnot

* findaplace. .

Tb. ezpisnstiqp for she ralisivaly lessar vul

nerabilityofolder memories remains elusive. Is itpossi
ble that recent events require more hippocampalsystem
activity to maintain the multitude of memories of the
past few hours than do old memories? We can recall the
details of our minute-to-minute activities of 6 to 12
hours ago; with relatively little effort as many as 200 to
400 bits of our activities can be recalled. Yet we can
recall relatively little from 2 days or 1 week ago. Loss of
memories predominates vastly over preservation of
memories. According to such a formulation, irnpair
ment of a uniform hippocampal memory systsn would
affect recent memories disproportionately.

4. Pernueration. Having just dealt with transient
global amnesia in its amnesic aspects, it is appropriate
to discuss its other prominent feature, the repetition of
questions and comments during the spell. In item 7 of
- I, it was mentioned that In transient global am
nesia, the patient repeats the nxe questions and com
ments over and over for up to 7 hours, lthough at the
time current memorization is almost zero. How is this
particular behavior to be characterized? The nervous
system is persevering inappropriately in an act, and the
term "perseveration" would seem to be applicable.
Sandson and Albert,'° on the basis of performance on
piychological tests, recognized three types ofpersevera
tion-recurrent aphasia, stuck-in-set frontal lobe,
and continuous nondominant hemisphere. The re
petitive performance in transient global amnesia does
not readily find a place in this classification.

Were the term "perseveration" expanded to include
other such instances of repetitive performance, the per
severative process would find broader representation in

neurologic disease. The repetition of questions and
comments that occurs in senile densents with poor
memory was mentioned in item 7, part I. "Insistence,"
it was suggested, was a form ofideationalperseveration.
In ideational aprsxia, perseveration maybe prominent.
Visual perseveration is a well-known phenomenon in
occipital lobe lesions. In states of confusion, persevera
tion may be recognized. A patient in an agitated delir
ium talked rapidly and constantly, ranging widely. Her
speech was recorded for several hours a day for 5 days,
and analysis showed that its content was limited to
three main topics or ideas, which were verbalized re
peatedly. When nighttime sleep is disturbed and a

dream is experienced, the same dream theme returns
when sleep is resumed. In aphasia of sudden onset, the
word being spoken at that moment may become "en

trapped" as the only preserved utterance. In a personal

case, the patient was saying the word "nothing" when

she became mute ass result of cerebral embolism. Re

covery was good, but 2 years later speech was sprinkled

with the involuntary utterance "tin ox "ting-ting."
Perseveration was semipermanent.

The obsessional activity of early Alzheimer patients

may be perseverative. One spent his time copying down

the serial numbers of the tires on cars parked on his

street, lying underneath on the pavement using a flash

light for illumination. Anotherkept trackofthe outdoor

electric meter readings of his neighbors. Still another

kept detailed written lists ofwhat he said, what was said

to him, arid what he wore. On. item is his diary consa
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, led of `ton phid, Van heusen, white. 36 long, button

down,"
In this wider perspective, perseverationcan lay claim

like anoeognoeia to being one of the important general
pçinciples of cerebral dysfunction.

5. Concerning restlessness and agitation. Demented

patients are frequently restless, constantly moving

about, pacing upanddown, wanderingat night, wanting

to go out, and so forth. This might be viewed as abnor

mal, but anotherinterpretation is that it is "normal" for

hurMn beings to be active, as is evident in children.

With intellectual development the tendency to motor

activity cornea under control, only to reappear with

intellectual decline. Affected individuals have usually

been dynamic and energetic, and it is natural for them

to be physically active. Many patients continue to walk

several miles daily, play tennis or golf, or even skate. In

brief, in dementia activity may be normal insofar as it is
normal for the nervous system to be doing something, a
point of view that may permit more logical manage
went. Agitation is incompatible with abulia.
Too often agitation is regardedas a single undifferen

tiatedetate varyingonly in severity. Basedon the obser
vations recounted in thispaper, the followingclassifica
tion of neurologic agitation and restlessness is offereth
1 normal vitality in dementia; 2 balkIng; 3 insis
tence; 4 anger associated with aphasia; 5 reaction to
being restrained or handled; 6 callIng out when iso
lated; 7 associated with the delusion of having to go
somewhere or do something, etc, as described in Item 13
of part I; and 8 fear in acute confusional state.

6. The selective localization of function. The idea
that a cortical function can be highly localized is com
monly met with strong rejection. In the following case,
the restricted nature of the deficit is instructive. A
right-handed man, age 53, suddenly developed head..
ache, and the carebrospinal fluid was bloody. On admis
sion to the hospital 1 hour after onset, neurologic
examination was normal. While the examinerwas writ
ing his note in the record, the patient's wife intruded tip
remark that he had difficulty with names. It was ex
plained this is not an unusual lymptom. A little later,
his wife again interrupted with the samq4nformation,
whichwas not heeded. Still later, she returnedto say her
husbandcould remember her name, but not that ofany
other family members. This occasioned further testing,
with the finding that the patient could give no single
proper name, other than his wife's. He could not name
his children, relatives, doctors, political figures, col
leagues, churches, cars, towns, or streets. By contrast,
he quickly named more than 150 pieces of furniture,

clothing, andpersonalpossessions. Comprehensionwas
perfect, and speech production was normal in every
respect. While in hospital, he kept an extensive written
diary that was flawless. Reading was rapid with normal
comprehension. Calculation was good. He could visu
alize persons he could not name. Interpretation ofpic
tures was good, except for the naming of persons.
Memory was intact. The patient's personality was not
altered. There was no abulia. A cerebral sngiogram was
normal. The clinical picture remained the same for

sbçut 8 4ys, and slow improvemept followed. The

patisnt returned 3 months later with signs of a left

temporal lobe tumor, which proved to be a glioma. An

accurate localization of the initial hemorrhage into the

tumor !as not possible. This remarkable example of
anomia for proper nsmea occurring in Isolation indi
cates that a function may be ,ltiv.l& kw$iMd to a
precise anatomic location. . . .

7. The failure of gesture in aphasia. An extremely
deaf man, age 66, with atrial fibrillation was examined
neurologically. following a brief transient ischemic at

tack. Because of the inconvenience of shouting every

instruction into the patient's ear, the examiner deliber

ately decided to see how efficiently a complete neu

rologic examinationcouldbe carriedout by gesture and
example. The patient performed correctly and quickly

beyond all expectations. The examination proceeded

quickly and smoothly, and every gesture was readily
comprehent..' it happened that 1 week later, the pa
tient was admisted because of the sudden onset of a
severe Wernicke's aphasia, unaccompaniedby limb pa-S
ralysis. The patient was fully alert and on own
undertook to close a window. The rare opportunity was
presented of repeating the examination of I week be-
fore. The patient appeared not to respond to any ges
ture, even the simplest, despite repetition and patience.
It was a unique example of having carried out a control
examination before the onset of a localized lesion.
& Factors in pain localization. The factors that de

termine the localization of pain in chronic pain syn
dromes with a central component are largely unknown.
The following case bears on this matter. A man, age 27,

suffered avulsion of the left brachial plexus with a flail
arm, as a result of his motorcycle striking a tree. From
the beginning, there was intenss-from the shoulder
to the fingertips. After 15 days, the arm pain had sub
sided, but a strong pins and needles sensation remained
in the hand and fingers. In addition, there was an in
tense burning pain at the margin of the thumbnail on
the side toward the index finget Itwas sharply localized
to a spot about1.5mm in diameter, exactly at the site of
a stinging pain that the patient, a lifejong nail biter,
regularlyproducedwhen he tore a sliver ofnail from the
underlying quick. The pattern ofneural discharges sub-
serving recurrent pain over a period ofyears must have
left in its wake focal changes that predisposed to the re
creation ofcentral pain. In this regard, anginal pain can
"borrow" the referred pain distributiou qtchronic cer
vkel ease pdhiatus

Impressions from selt-obeervatlon. In closing, I

would like to recommend for your consideration the

casual avocation of engaging in observations of one's

self. Although it might he viewed as an indelicate mat

ter, I think there isa place for the scrutiny of personal
experience and for self-experimentation. Physicians,
particularly neurologists, are in an advantageous posi
tion to utilize the analysis of personal events for in-
sights they might provide Into the biology of the
nervous system-migraine, pain, referred pain, mal

aise, emotion, depression, mood, worry, headache, dis
covery, ideas, thinking,diagnosis, andsoon. There is,of -
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unique observation In * single lndividul, bqt that
should not invalidat, the process.

t 1. Concerning the localization of pain. It Is not well
appreciated that localizingan achingpain by describing
where it is felt does not achieve appropriate accuracy.

8 Especially is this true on parts ofthe bodynotordinarily

! visualized, for example, the back ofthe head and trunk.
It is essential that the site of pain be identified by the
probing finger of the subject himself or the examiner
andmarkedwithapen.Furthermore,thesiteshouldbo

H marked at a time When pain is occurring, for after the
pain has abated, it is impossible to recall its exact site. A
headache felt to extend across the forehead may on
careful examination prove to be mainly unilateral. To
develop a special experience with pain, proper localiza
tion comes 4at, ia4 its locale should hi portrayed in a
drawing.
& Extinction or displacement of pain and itching.

The displacement of a chronic pain syndrome by the
new onset of pain elsewhere in the body isa well-
documented phenomenon.'1 The meaning of this
datum inthe biology ofpain remains unclear. Forexam
ple, for 16 years a middle-aged woman constantly com
plained of unrelieved chronic neck pain of uncertain
origin. She then developed acute low back pain, requir

ing many different therapeutic approaches. In the first
year of her new pain, teck path was pot mentioned
unless inquired about.

Itch follows a similar rule, but on a moment-to-

moment time scale. Itching at one site predominates

over itching elsewhere, whetheron the sameoropposite
side of the body. The organism cannot simultaneously
process itching arising at more than one site. Sensory

processing is tandem. In an animal, scratching with the

two hind legs simultaneously would not be possible.

These observations are, of course, relevant to the ph..

nomenonvariously termed "sensory extinction," "inat
tention," and "suppression." There are no data on
whether, in right-handed individuals, itching on the
right side predominates over that on the left side. An

other feature of the itch sensation is that at any one
instant it is highly localized, almost to a point, despite
the impression that a more diffuse area of the skin is
itching. The scratch reflex of a dog is accurately di-.
rected. The itch stimulus is of special Interest in that
like the stimulus of local pain, it arises within the skin

without an external tactile component.
3. Malaise. This must be a neurologic syndroms, but

its characwristicshave been only vaguely delineated. In

its mild form, the symptoms include tiredness, even

sleepiness, an inclination to sleep longer and more

deeply, not feeling well, not feeling like doing anything,

decreased alertness, energy, and initiative, a lack of
enthusiasm and cheerfulness, diminished appetite, and
a disinclination to clear thinking. The voice may be less

robust, and the body thermostat is not finely tuned.

Whet neural system or systems are involved? Several

elements of a slight depression are present, which may

suggest that the toxin acts to excite the depressioi

system, but since infection and fever are generally not

precipitateofdepression, it is likely that the toxin acts

on uw;. cqntsP Loctd ytmms, s evidenced by-

sleepiness, chilliness, and lethargy, tjJ$lng the balance
In the direction of depression.

Major malaise may be completely disabling, under
mining strength, energy1 initiative, appetite, alertness,
and intellectual effort. It may seem trit, to raise these
matters for discuseion, but the medical and neurologic
literature 14 almost silent op this univ.jJjngredjut of
sicknesL

4. Dreaming. For some years, as convenient, I have
made notes about my dresms. In every Stance, the
dreams made no sense. Individual parts or scenes of a
dream ate in themselves very well-formed, realistic im
ages from memory, but they combine to form a ridic
ulous hodgepodge of loosely related or disconnected
fragment.. The self is always present, sometimes as a
witness, most often as a participant. The emotional
tone is generally low key. Sleep and dreaming are some
times used as a model for the hallucinations and delu
sions ofdelirium and acute confusional states, in which
according to theory the dream-like process is dissoci
aSfrom thwake-sleep mechanism. Theyboth reflect
irrational autonomous ideational activity residing in
the cortex, usually to the xclusion of external stimuli
and in the absence of nw asal cognition and insight. In
delirium, however, the ational tone is usually intense
and the content or thu. more coherent than that of a
dream. It Is my impre&. $ ii that the ideation ofthe acute

* confusional state is i& a good facsimile of dreaming,
althoughthe neural ha.: ofboth isrelsted totheactiv
ity of the aleep-wakr im. This interpretation finds
support in the actit uarbituratea sd alcohol both
are soporifics whi. rwal may result in ecute
confusion.

Another feature tat dreaming is that the dreamer's

arms, for example, may make a quick coordinated
movement, as in catching a ball, yet the position of the
arms on stirring is such that they could not possibly
have moved even slightly. The sleepingbrain can create

* the vividly perceived sensation of a coordinated per
sonal movement without motion. This experience may

bear on the hallucinations of sleep-paralysis, the imag
ined voluntar; iaovemente of the limbs in left hemi

plegia with snoognosia, and the ability ofhandicapped

persons, for tmple with paraplegia gç dywtløis, to
perform nu$ Ally in their dreams.

6. Night atarts. These localized sudden muscle con-

fractions that occur normally during the induction of

sleep have been a source of several views concerning

their nature.'" It is my impression that they occur in

muscle groups whose relaxation at the moment of sleep

will allow the part to drop under the influence ofgravity

or pressure, ie, the proximal limb musculature, the ab

dominal wall, and so forth. The contraction or jerk is

the reflex response to a minimal downward motion.

That It is closely linked to the onset of sleep is attested

to by the fact that the thought in mthd at the moment
cannot be retrieved.

d. Counting sheep. This advice to the insomniac is

not sound. On the verge of actually falling asleep, hyp

nagogic visual hallucinations may become unusually

vivid, and if at thet moment sheep were visualized, the

idea th, counting sheep to promote Sep would.seem
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reasonable. The error lies in the fact that the threshold

ofsleep mayproduce the appearanceofsheep, but imag
ining sheep will not educe the threshold of sleep.

7. Sips of the tongue. Ordinary verbal slip. of the
tongue involve words of the same category, somewhat
similar to the rules that hold for some dysphssic sr
rors." For example: cold forhot, week for year, higher

for lower, chair for table, breakfast for supper, father for

son, floor for ceiing, etc. The word may be a noun,

adjective, adverb. The substitut4 wor4 Is well Luwaed.
Ideation seems to be intact.

Although trying to translate these events into cer
ebro-electrical terms is probably an exercise in
futility, one might suggest that words with close
naturalassociation hot-cold,week-year are located
in close proximity, and the "wrong" selection is the
result of the dysfunction of a more general operative
since so many categories can be similarly affected.
No other accompanying defect that might shed light
is obvious. Acommon trait that might be a candidate
is difficulty in recalling proper names, in which no
substitute name emerges but only a "blank," that
actually becown Ailed with the corsct name after a
short delay.

* 8. The replay phenomenon. It is not an uncommon
experience that a few bars of a familiar tune will sud
denly "out ofthe blue" intrude into consciousness 24 to

72 hours after last being heard. The music re-heath is a
well-performed exact replica. The intrusion occurs
while the mind is busy and is notprecipitated by Wenti
liable factors. Auditory krq-creation after longer Inter
vals has not been recognized. A somewhat analogous
process occurs in the visual sphere in the form ofpromi
nent visualizations ofthe daytime returning at nighton

* closing the eyes preparatory to but well before the verge
of sleep. Stretches of a paved highway, rural scenes, or
sports action may appear rather vividly up to 8 hours
after the day'sevents. Occasionally, a vlvidscene from 2

* or 3 days before will appear. These rnsisc$mpents are
uninvited and are not part of reverie.

Patterns ofactivity are capable ofreappearing on the
neural network after a delay and without cognized
precipitating factors. This phenomenon we would term
"replay." One ofthe theories ofthe indelibility ofmem
oriee holds that patterns of neural activity once initi
ated play constantly forevermore." The above
obeervation would support such a hypothesis, although
serious objections to the theory can be raised. A patient
of Leigh et al'5 with oculogyric crises, in the period of

n". 1'

sual hallucinations "u if a short video clip were being
played over and over again." Visual hallucinations of

that type are most unusual and probably conform more
to the phenomenon of perseveration than to replay as
described herein, but atpsentcltli$sx4pa
die. I iL

It often happens that a person's name cannot be
recalled, yet minutes or hours later comes "out of ths
blue" when the mind is occupied with another matter.
Apparently, the "search" continues or recurs, suggest

ing that replay of a pst4Im occup uplU the querY is

eijswad.. * : *

This account of personal experience may seem pal
try, andforthis lapologize. Itspurpoeeistoremind
neurologists that unless they are prepared while still
young to keep a diary of their experiences and illnesses,
a lifetime of potentially valuable, intimate information
collwted by a knowledisqbla obssvvçr will be
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